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TOURIST INFORMATION • FREIBURG FOR GROUPS

FREIBURG TOURIST INFORMATION
Opening times:
1st June to 30th September
Monday to Friday............................. 8:00–20:00
Saturday......................................... 9:30–17:00
Sunday & Bank holiday................... 10:30–15:30
1st October to 31st May
Monday to Friday............................. 8:00–18:00
Saturday......................................... 9:30–14:30
Sunday & Bank holiday................... 10:00–12:00
Telephone contact times
Monday to Friday............................. 9:00–18:00

Offers and services:
• Information about the town and the Black Forest
• Help finding accommodation on arrival
• Leaflets, souvenirs and posters
• Hiking & biking maps
• Car rental service
• Vouchers for tickets and souvenirs
• Free Wi-Fi access
You can obtain the following tickets from us:
• Reservix Events
• Guided tours
• Theatre Freiburg
• SC Freiburg (football)
• Europa-Park (Theme park)
• SchwarzwaldCard (Black Forest pass)
• Museums-Pass-Musées (Regional museum pass)
• Welcome Card
• Bus and Rail
• Long distance bus and excursions
and much more....
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Dear Visitors,
Welcome to Freiburg, a city that excites, enchants, and inspires! Discover the unique areas
of interest that make us who we are: Tradition and innovation, art and culture, education
and science, sports and nature, Green City and wellness.
Join us in exploring the many faces of Freiburg:
Freiburg – A Region of Health:
From wellness and preventative medicine to state-of-the-art medical research and treatments,
be your very best self – in Freiburg!
Freiburg – The Green City:
Sustainable, ecological, a place you’ll love to be. Come and enjoy carefree days and an
unparalleled quality of life – in Freiburg!
Freiburg and the Upper Rhine Valley:
Visit our neighbors and discover three breathtaking countries in a single stay! Experience
French savoir-vivre, Swiss hospitality, and German comfort – right here in Freiburg!
See you soon – in Freiburg!

FREIBURG FOR GROUPS
Whether you are organizing a school trip, an excursion for
your company, local bowling club or simply your friends,
Freiburg offers a great deal of fun, activities and things to see.
The digital brochure »Freiburg for groups«
can help you to plan your excursion to Freiburg.
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Simply request it by sending a mail to touristik@fwtm.de.
Our employees are more than happy to help providing you with ideas
and great tips.

Lonieta Dylus
Head of Department
Tourist Information

Dr. Franziska Pankow
Head of Department
Tourism

Sabine H. Weber-Loewe
Head of Department
Marketing & Communication

Dr. Bernd Dallmann
Chief Executive

iburg.de

www.fre
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Freiburg – wellness and healthiness. The HealthRegion Freiburg
represents a unique combination of excellent top-class medicine, a culture
of health which is lived out every day, and the highest quality of life.
No other city in Germany is as blessed by the sun as Freiburg.
The metropolis of the Breisgau region enjoys more than 1600 hours
of sun per year, creating a special climate

[ Worth seeing ]

Freiburg

Germany

Ø 1.811 h

Ø 1.480 h

Ø 11,4 °C

Ø 8,7 °C
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The university library, which is called "cut diamond" by its
constructor, stands with its divisive architecture in contrast to the
historic buildings in the vicinity.
Its product range shines in all colours and those who already had
a stroll across it, know: Offering great choice of colourful fruit and
vegetables, arranged around the historic “Münster” (cathedral),
Freiburg's “Münstermarkt” (cathedral market) is also a visual
delight. And the best part of it – the goods that are for sale on the north
side are all locally produced.
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Did you know: Freiburg is the city with the most vineyards
in Germany. No wonder Freiburg also enjoys great popularity with
gourmets. In addition to the fine wines which are grown in the city
and region, there is also a particularly high density of sophisticated
restaurants and catering businesses. Probably difficult to find a similarly
diverse and first-class offer as in this region in the border triangle.
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Whether you go for a stroll through picturesque alleys, follow the
famous “Bächle“ (small canals), shop in boutiques and small shops or
would like to enjoy the culinary diversity – Freiburg's
historic Old Town has something to offer for everyone.
Over the roofs of the city or deep in the vaulted cellar, whether bar,
club, lounge or ballroom: Those who want to celebrate in Freiburg will
find the right location for every occasion. Freiburg's locals know how to
celebrate. This is proven by the numerous offers of “Hocks” (traditional
celebration), festivals and parties that invite to join in throughout the
year in Germany's southernmost university town.
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EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS 2017

Current events can be found at:
www.freiburg.de • www.messen-kongresse-events.freiburg.de • www.badische-zeitung.de/events

Exhibition: From Egg to Chick
Feb – April ➔ Museum of Natural History

Oberlindenhock
23rd – 25th June ➔ Obere Altstadt Freiburg

SEA YOU Festival
15th – 16th July ➔ Tunisee Freiburg

WaldHerbst
22nd Oct ➔ WaldHaus Freiburg

Schauinsland cable car – Day of the Open
Monument
10th Sep ➔ Schauinsland cable car Freiburg

ILLU3 – Festival Illustration Freiburg
27th Oct – 5th Nov ➔ various venues

Nocturne – A tour of Freiburg’s art spaces
15th Sep ➔ various art exhibitions in Freiburg

PianoFest and Master Class of the
International Piano Academy Freiburg
17th – 29th July ➔ Historisches Kaufhaus

Jazzfestival
16th – 24th Sep

Ceramics days
24th – 25th June ➔ Messe Freiburg

Freiburg Bächle boat race
22nd July ➔ Freiburg city center

Ganter Oktoberfest
22nd Sep – 1st Oct ➔ Ganter Brewery

Internationale Kulturbörse
(International Cultural Exchange)
22nd – 25th Jan ➔ Messe Freiburg

Wasserfestival
25th June ➔ WaldHaus Freiburg

Museum Night
22nd July ➔ municipal museums

3rd Symphony Concert Philharmonic Orchestra
24th Jan ➔ Konzerthaus Freiburg

Freiburg stimmt ein
(open air music festival around the town)
28th June – 2nd July ➔ Freiburg, various venues

8th Symphony Concert Philharmonic Orchestra
25th July ➔ Konzerthaus Freiburg

Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

StadtLesen Reading Festival
27th – 30th July ➔ Kartoffelmarkt

Ganter Oktoberfest
22nd Sep – 1st Oct ➔ Ganter Brewery

Night flea market
7th Jan ➔ Messe Freiburg
Musical: The Adams Family
13th Jan ➔ Theatre Freiburg, Kleines Haus

Easter Academy
29th March – 3rd April ➔ Theater Freiburg, Theater
im Marienbad, Museum of Modern Art

F E B R U A R Y
Exhibition: From Egg to Chick
Feb – April ➔ Museum of Natural History
14th MUNDOlogia – Festival of photography,
adventure and travel
3rd – 5th Feb ➔ Konzerthaus Freiburg
Jugend Forscht (Celebration of young Scientists)
10th Jan ➔ Messe Freiburg
Trade Fare: Gartenträume
10th – 12th Feb ➔ Messe Freiburg
4th Symphony Concert Philharmonic Orchestra
21st Feb ➔ Konzerthaus Freiburg

14th Freiburg City Marathon
with marathon exhibition
1st – 2nd April ➔ Messe Freiburg
Circus Paul Busch
4th – 18th April ➔ Messe Freiburg
Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg
Freiburger Festival
27th – 30th April ➔ Ganter Brewery
Spring Festival
29th April – 1st May
Freiburg

➔ Mundenhof, Stadtgärtnerei

Freiburg Health Fair
29th – 30th April ➔ Messe Freiburg

Midsummer Bonfire
21st June ➔ Mundenhof

Freiburg LaufNacht Run
30th July ➔ Freiburg city center

Megasamstag –
Saturday with midnight shopping
7th Oct ➔ Freiburg city center

Freiburg stimmt ein
(open air music festival around the town)
28th June – 2nd July ➔ Freiburg, various venues

Fall and Pumpkin Festival
8th Oct ➔ Mundenhof

Freiburg Music Day
July ➔ Freiburg city center
Klong – 8th Children's Music Festival
2nd July ➔ schools, Theater Freiburg

M A R C H
Exhibition: From Egg to Chick
Feb – April ➔ Museum of Natural History
Automobil – trade fair
3rd – 5th March ➔ Messe Freiburg
Exhibition: Offen für Kunst
5th March ➔ various art exhibitions around Freiburg
FigurenTheaterTage
6th – 10th March ➔ Vorderhaus
cft – leisure trade fair caravan & outdoor
10th – 12th March ➔ Messe Freiburg
cft – leisure trade fair caravan & outdoor,
bike active, travel fair and aquatique
17th – 19th March ➔ Messe Freiburg
5th Symphony Concert Philharmonic Orchestra
21st March ➔ Konzerthaus Freiburg
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Schlossberg Festival
27th – 31st July ➔ Schlossberg Freiburg

St. Georgen Wine Festival
12th – 15th May ➔ Freiburg St. Georgen

Circus Charles Knie
25th August – 4th Sep ➔ Münster Freiburg

7th Symphony Concert Philharmonic Orchestra
16th May ➔ Konzerthaus Freiburg

International day of museums
21st May ➔ municipal museums
Forests of the world
21st May ➔ WaldHaus Freiburg

J U N E
Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

Tamburi Mundi –
12th International Frame Drum Festival
28th July – 6th Augsut ➔ E-Werk Freiburg
Freiburger Weinkost – Wine Tasting Festival
3rd – 13th August ➔ Historisches Kaufhaus/
Münsterplatz

Middle Ages at Mundenhof
14th May ➔ Mundenhof

Freiburger Frühjahrsmess’ – outdoor spring
fun fair
19th – 29th May ➔ Messe Freiburg

D E C E M B E R
Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

Panoptikum, Power of Diversity –
The Crossing Lines Project
28th – 29th July ➔ Freiburg city center

Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

35th International Tent Music Festival
5th – 23rd July ➔ Mundenhofgelände

Freiburg Wine Festival
6th – 11th July ➔ Münsterplatz
Rathausplatzhock der Badischen Narrenzunft
(Festival of the fool's guild on the Town Hall
Square)
7th – 10th July ➔ Rathausplatz
Circus Harlekin
13th – 19th July ➔ Münsterplatz
Midsummer night's table
15th July ➔ Freiburg city center

Plaza Culinaria – culinary trade fair
10th – 12th Nov ➔ Messe Freiburg

Freiburg Christmas Market
27th Nov – 23rd Dec ➔ Rathausplatz, other squares

A U G U S T
➔ Mundenhof, Stadtgärtnerei

Megasamstag –
Saturday with midnight shopping
6th May ➔ Freiburg city center

Varieté am Seepark
2nd – 12th Nov ➔ Bürgerhaus am Seepark

Traditional nativity play Mundenhof
16th – 17th Dec ➔ Mundenhof

Tamburi Mundi –
12th International Frame Drum Festival
28th July – 6th August ➔ E-Werk Freiburg

Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

Carnival celebrations & Shrove Monday parade
26th – 27th Feb ➔ Freiburg city centre

ILLU3 – Festival Illustration Freiburg
27th Oct – 5th Nov ➔ various venues

O C T O B E R

Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

Rathaushofspiele
July ➔ new city hall

Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg

Lirum Larum Reading Festival
October ➔ various venues

J U L Y

M AY

Spring Festival
29th April – 1st May
Freiburg

➔ E-Werk, Jazzhaus

N O V E M B E R

Art in Freiburg’s upper old town
31st August – 2nd Sep ➔ between Schwabentor and
Münster

S E P T E M B E R
Organ recital – always on Saturdays
22nd April – 23rd Dec ➔ Münster Freiburg
Circus Charles Knie
25th August – 4th Sep ➔ Münster Freiburg
Art in Freiburg’s upper old town
31st August – 2nd Sep ➔ between Schwabentor and
Münster

Freiburg Christmas Market
27th Nov – 23rd Dec ➔ Rathausplatz, other squares
Herbstmess’ – outdoor autumn fun fair
13th – 23rd Oct ➔ Messe Freiburg

CIRCOLO Freiburger Weihnachtscircus
20th Dec 2017 – 6th Jan 2018 ➔ Messe Freiburg

FREIBURG MUNICIPAL MUSEUMS
www.freiburg.de/museen
Augustinermuseum
Augustinerplatz
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-2521

Museum of Natural History
Gerberau 32
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-2566

Colombischlössle
Archaeological Museum
Rotteckring 5
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-2571

Museum of Modern Art
Marienstraße 10a
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-2583

Museum of City History
Wentzingerhaus
Münsterplatz 30
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-2515

Subject to change. Errors & omissions excepted.

A P R I L
J A N U A R Y

Black Forest ULTRA Bike Marathon
18th June ➔ Kirchzarten

Night ride Schauinslandbahn (cable car):
9am–12am
15th July ➔ Schauinsland cable car Freiburg

Baden Messe (BALA) – regional trade fair
9th – 17th Sep ➔ Messe Freiburg

TICKETS FOR FREIBURG AND THE REGION
Tourist Information Freiburg
Rathausplatz 2–4 | 79098 Freiburg
Onlineservice
fwtm-ticket.reservix.de
BZ Ticket Sales-Service
Tel. +49 761 4968888
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FREIBURG’S MUNICIPAL MUSEUMS
Museum of Modern Art

Museum of City History

The museum is a forum for important
artistic and social debates. It
questions current developments
and opens up new perspectives.
Dynamics and change are the centre
of attention. Internationally and
nationally known artists are frequent
guests here.

Housed in the late-baroque residential
home of artist and benefactor Johann
Christian Wentzinger (1710-1797),
the Museum of City History (Museum
für Stadtgeschichte) displays treasures
from 900 years of local history.
Among the topics are its founding by
the Zähringer nobilty, its convents and
charitable foundations. An excellent
way of preparing yourself for a city
tour are the two models showing
Freiburg with its medieval walls and
gates around 1600 and its baroque
fortifications around 1700. A model
of the cathedral construction site is
on display in the salon.

Image: Rita Eggstein

From the rich collection of works
from the 20th and 21st century,
there is always a selection of
classical modernism on display.
Represented are prominent artists
such as Otto Dix, Karl Hofer,
August Macke and Paula Modersohn-Becker.

ADMISSION: Augustiner Museum / Day ticket: € 6,– / Concessions € 4,–
Ticket valid in all 5 museums

en,
Amor mit dem
um 1530
flammenden Pfeil,

› Hans Baldung Gri

Eicken
Ima ge: Thomas

Jensch
Ima ge: Michae l

Jensch
Ima ge: Michae l

Jensch
Ima ge: Michae l

HOUSE OF THE GRAPHIC COLLECTION

rhalter,

› Franz Xaver Winte 5
serin, 1860/6

› Kleinodientrep

Augustinerplatz • 79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-2531
augustinermuseum@stadt.freiburg.de

pe

Briefle

The Augustiner Museum houses a renowned collection of art
dating from the Middle Ages to the baroque era as well as paintings
from the 19th century. Thanks to the work of architect Christoph
Mäckler the former abbey has been transformed into an impressive,
modern museum making the visit an experience to remember. In 2016,
the House of the Graphic Collection was newly added with its own
changing exhibition area. Both houses stand out through their unique
architecture which allows special perspectives on the exhibited works
and lets the visitors enter into a dialogue with the art displayed.
The focus is on impressive medieval art, including paintings by Hans
Baldung Grien, Lucas Cranach the Elder and Matthias Grünewald. The
stone figures of the minster are presented in a magnificent and sublime
way, valuable glass windows of the cathedral can be viewed from a
close range.
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SINGLE ADMISSION: Museum of Modern Art, Museum of City History,
the Colombischlössle Archaeological Museum and
the Museum of Natural History: € 3,– / Concessions € 2,–

› D Ceilin g fre sco

All museums offer a varied programme of events.
Tel. +49 761 201-25 01
museumspaedagogik@stadt.freiburg.de
www.freiburg.de/museen

OPENING TIMES:	Tue – Sun, 10am – 5pm | free entry to children under 18
Prices for special exhibitions may vary.

Museum of Natural History

Colombischlössle
Archaeological Museum

With its collections of natural history
and ethnology the house of diversity
and uniqueness is dedicated to
natural and cultural environments.
The museum is an entertaining and
educational place for the whole
family.

Showcasing southern Baden’s
Rotteckring 5 • 79098 Freiburg
oldest works of art through to
Tel. +49 761 201-25 71
artefacts from medieval Freiburg,
arco-museum@stadt.freiburg.de
the Archaeological Museum housed
in the Colombischlössle takes
visitors on a journey through the
millennia. Exhibits in the neo-Gothic
mansion include Stone Age female
statuettes, examples of metal
production from the Bronze Age
and precious artefacts from the
tombs of Celtic princes, such as
the oldest glass bowl north of the
Alps. In the newly designed rooms
with excellent viewing facilities,
handcrafts, day-to-day items and
military artefacts from Roman
times are on display. Regional
findings from the early Middle
Ages and the Alemannic treasure
chamber round off the museum’s
› Gewandspangen
offer.
, 7. Jh.

An expedition through time and
rock presents topics related to geology, origin of life and the natural
resources of the region.
The exhibition areas of forest,
water and meadow invite you to
an experience of all senses.

Gerberau 32 • 79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-25 66
mnm@stadt.freiburg.de

Ima ge: Axe l Killi
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AUGUSTINERMUSEUM

ligen
› Mart yrium des hei
50
Johannes, um 14

sicht, Ständige Sam
mlung

The ethnological collection will be
presented in special exhibitions.

› Erlebnisraum Wa
ld

Ima ge: Axe l Killi
an

› sculpture hall

› Ausstellungsan

The building “Zum Schönen Eck“
was formerly a theatre and is, as
such, a special exhibit in its own
right. Wentzinger’s works can be
seen here.

Wentzingerhaus
Münsterplatz 30 • 79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-25 15
msg@stadt.freiburg.de
Ima ge: Axe l Killi
an

Ima ge: Marc Dor
adzillo

Marienstr. 10a • 79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 761 201-25 83
mnk@stadt.freiburg.de

n. Chr.
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FREIBURG GETTING THERE & BEING MOBILE

GETTING THERE

BY PLANE

Freiburg can be easily reached from
Basel, Mulhouse, Strasbourg and
Karlsruhe via the motorway network.
The A5 autobahn and the B3 and
B31 trunk roads allow easy access to
the region.

➔E
 uroAirport Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg ➔ 70 km
www.euroairport.com
Approx. 55 min with the shuttle bus
www.freiburger-reisedienst.de
➔F
 lughafen Frankfurt ➔ 270km
www.frankfurt-airport.de
Approx. 2 hrs by ICE high-speed train
www.bahn.de
➔F
 lughafen Stuttgart ➔ 200 km
www.flughafen-stuttgart.de
Approx. 2 hrs by ICE high-speed train
www.bahn.de

The buses and trains in Freiburg’s
public transport network will keep
you mobile in the region:
www.rvf.de

➔B
 aden-Airpark
Flughafen Karlsruhe /
Baden-Baden ➔ 110 km
www.badenairpark.de
Approx. 1 hr by ICE high-speed train
www.bahn.de

BY BUS
Numerous long-distance buses connect Freiburg with many other cities in
Germany and neighboring European
countries, such as Berlin, Munich,
Stuttgart, Constance, Strasbourg,
Milan, and many more! Freiburg’s
bus station is situated at the southern
end of the Central Train Station near
Konrad-Adenauer-Platz.

Hostels..................................................................... 27
Private rooms.......................................................... 28

TRANSPORTATION IN FREIBURG

Holiday apartments............................................... 30

Local public transport (ÖPNV)
Information on the routes and ticket prices in Freiburg’s
public transport network is available online at:
www.vag-freiburg.de.

BY CAR

Freiburg is easy to reach with the ICE
high-speed train: www.bahn.de

Hotels....................................................................... 14

LOCAL MOBILITY

Freiburg’s central location means that it is easy
to reach by train, plane and car.

BY TRAIN

ACCOMMODATION GUIDE

➔F
 lughafen Zürich ➔ 150 km
www.flughafen-zuerich.ch
Approx. 2 hrs by ICE train
www.bahn.de

EXPL ANATIONS / INFOR M ATION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

Bicycle
• Freiburg with its network of over 400 km
of cycle paths is a city for cyclists
• Bicycle hire: www.freiburgbikes.de, www.rad-ikal.com,
www.radieschen-co.de
• Freiburg bicycle taxi: www.fahrradtaxi-freiburg.de

All hosts in this catalog can also
be found online at
www.freiburg.de/uebernachtung

Low emissions zone
Since the 1st January 2010 a low-emission zone exists in Freiburg. Only those
cars which display a green sticker may enter.
www.freiburg.de/umweltzone

NEW Simply use the operating code to access your

PARKING

accommodation directly. You find the code behind
the web icon on the right side of each entry.

www.freiburg.de/parken

Park & Ride
o
If you wish to travel to the city centre and would like to benefit from free
parking, you have the opportunity to park at one of our Park & Ride car parks
on the outskirts and travel into Freiburg’s beautiful centre with its numerous
Colombi GmbH
sights and stylish shops with the city railway.

Ortsplan H5 | Nr. 10 | Entfernung zum Hbf 1,6 km

Colombi Hotel
Rotteckring 16

Car parks
79098 Freiburg
If you wish to drive into the centre with your car, it is best to follow our parking
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -2 10 60 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 14 10
guidance system and park your car in one of the numerous car parks.

reservierung@colombi.de • www.colombi.de

Bus parking
Bus companies and their travel parties will be
guided
with gesamt
the aid of|signposts
210
Betten
EZ ab 173 € | DZ ab 195 € |
quickly and directly to the travel coach parking sites, close to the city centre, at
SU ab 262 €
the Karlsplatz, Stadtgarten and the Schreiberanlage.
www.freiburg.de/reisebusse
Herzlich Willkommen im Colombi Hotel, einem der weni-

gen Stadthotels der Luxusklasse, das von seinen Inhabern
selbst geführt wird. Ein Hotel kann Ihr Heim zwar nicht
A number of “friendly toilets” can be found
ersetzen, doch wir sorgen uns persönlich darum, dass Ihre
throughout Freiburg’s old town quarter which may be
individuellen Wünsche erfüllt werden und Sie sich bei uns
used without making a purchase or placing an order
wie zu Hause fühlen. Am Rande der malerischen Altstadt
in these establishments. The restaurateurs and retailers
ist das Hotel
ein idealer Ausgangspunkt für
providing this servicegelegen,
can be recognised
by a symbol
einen
Stadtbummel oder einen Ausflug in die Region.
displayed at the main
entrance.

FRIENDLY TOILETS
Hier finden
Sie eine

Direction Frankfurt

nette
Toilette

2 h, 270 km

Mannheim
Eine Aktion
der Stadt
Freiburg:
WC mit dieser
Ausstattung

A81

Heidelberg

FTM03855

The accommodation guide has been compiled according to the information
supplied by the individual establishments and private landlords. The Freiburg
Wirtschaft Touristik und Messe GmbH & Co. KG accepts no liability for the
accuracy of this information.
Status: December 2016.
Errors & omissions excepted.
All prices quoted in euros including all taxes.

Further information at www.freiburg.de.

A6

BARRIER-FREE

A81

Karlsruhe

Enjoy Freiburg without obstacles. More information available at
www.freiburg-fuer-alle.de
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YOUR HOSTS – HOTELS
Map H5 | No. 01 | Distance to station 0,6 km

Apart Hotel Freiburg

LHS03846_B

i

Best Western Premier Hotel Victoria

Frau Heike Kaluza
Mathildenstraße 14
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 38 55 70 • Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 27 51 35
info@aparthotel-freiburg.de • www.aparthotel-freiburg.de

Hotel Victoria Betriebs GmbH
Eisenbahnstraße 54
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 20 73 40 • Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 20 73 44 44
info@victoria.bestwestern.de • www.victoria.bestwestern.de

32 No. of beds | SGL from 75 € | DBL from 104 € |

110 No. of beds | SGL from 150 € | DBL from 187 €

MBR from 135 €

B&B Hotel Freiburg-Nord

Map H3 | No. 02 | Distance to station 6 km

FTM04080

l

Caritas Tagungszentrum

B&B HOTELS GmbH
Tullastraße 87c
79108 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 73 -0
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 73 -5 55
freiburg-nord@hotelbb.com • www.hotelbb.de

Wintererstraße 17-19
79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -2 00 18 01
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 00 18 02
tagungszentrum@caritas.de
www.fak-caritas.de/tagungszentrum

123 No. of beds | SGL from 52 € | DBL from 62 € |

59 No. of beds | SGL from 73 € | DBL from 105 €

MBR from 78 €

B&B Hotel Freiburg-Süd

Map E5 | No. 03 | Distance to station 5 km

FTM01592

i

Central Hotel

B&B HOTELS GmbH
Munzinger Straße 1b
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 71 -0
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 71 -4 44
freiburg-sued@hotelbb.com • www.hotelbb.de

Central Hotel Freiburg GmbH & Co. KG
Wasserstraße 6
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 19 70
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 19 71 00
info@central-freiburg.de • www.central-freiburg.de

194 No. of beds | SGL from 58 € | DBL from 68 € |

77 No. of beds | SGL from 85,46 € | DBL from 118,46 €

MBR from 88 €

Map J7 | No. 04 | Distance to station 8,5 km

FTM03929

h

City Hotel

Sophie Hug
Kleintalstraße 40
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -6 77 14
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 53 69
famhug@avh-pension.de • www.altenvogtshof-pension.de

Eiko Schultheis
Weberstraße 3
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 38 80 70 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 88 07 65
info@cityhotelfreiburg.de • www.cityhotelfreiburg.de

7 No. of beds | SGL from 39 € | DBL from 35 € |

MBR from 149 €

MBR from 99 €

Escape the everyday hassles just 8 km from Freiburg's city
center. Spacious sunbathing areas on our 2 natural lakes
and a comfortable barbecue area allow you to relax on
over 10 hectares of green spaces, even on short trips. Our
rooms are equipped with shower/WC and free WiFi.
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FTM00420

Map H5 | No. 07 | Distance to station 0,8 km

FTM03851

Map H5 | No. 08 | Distance to station 0,9 km

LHS03852

The Central Hotel offers 48, recently renovated rooms.
Our Business Single Rooms are furnished in a classic,
comfortable style. All rooms are equipped with air-conditioning. The Central Hotel is a privately owned house and
therefore capable of personally taking care of your individual needs! Children under 6 years of age are welcome
to share a bed with their parents at no extra cost.

In the south of Germany, near the French border, lies the
city of Freiburg im Breisgau. Particularly popular with
visitors is the historic Old Town. From the B&B Hotel Freiburg-Süd you can reach the Old Town within ten minutes.
Besides, the landscape of the Breisgau area also has a lot
to offer. The numerous vineyards invite to extensive hikes
and bike tours.

Bauernhofpension Altenvogtshof

Map I5 | No. 06 | Distance to station 3 km

Your room provides everything for a relaxing sleep. Try
our pillow bar where you choose a pillow to suit your
preferred sleeping position. The rooms offer a view of
Freiburg's picturesque Old Town, across the Alsace region
or across our park with century-old trees.

The B&B Hotel Freiburg-Nord offers you a modern,
service-oriented hotel in a really convenient location.
Whether you are on your way to the neighboring countries, want to spend a family holiday in the Black Forest or
the Europapark Rust and are having a stopover, or simply
want to visit Freiburg.

l

FTM03849

The Best Western Premier Hotel Victoria is a 4-star eco-friendly hotel. The restored main building features stuccoed
rooms in modern design and comfortable business rooms
in the quiet rear building. Hotel guests receive free tickets
for buses and trains. The hotel has a sauna with a gym
as well as the popular Hemingway cocktail bar and the
Smoker Lounge.

We are a small and cozy, privately-run hotel in central
Freiburg. The hotel is located in a quiet side street, just
a short walk away from the Old Town. Only a few steps
from the university hospital, our hotel is the ideal starting
point for guests who come for treatments or visit their
relatives. All rooms are bright and pleasant and have a
balcony.

l

Map H5 | No. 05 | Distance to station 0,2 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

68 No. of beds | SGL from 93 € | DBL from 124 € |

Situated at the edge of the pedestrian zone in a vibrant
city known for its university, culture, and convention center, our charming bed and breakfast is the ideal starting
point for exploring Freiburg's many historical and culinary
attractions. Every morning, our guests can look forward
to a varied breakfast buffet with local delicacies. We are
a family-run establishment focused on the well-being of
our guests.

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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YOUR HOSTS – HOTELS
Map F4 | No. 09 | Distance to station 7 km

i

Clarion Hotel Hirschen

FTM03854

i

Dorint Resort An den Thermen
Freiburg

Baumgartner Gaststätten Betriebe GmbH
Breisgauer Straße 47
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 97 76 90
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 79 94
info@hirschen-freiburg.de • www.hirschen-freiburg.de

Health & Spa Resort Hotel GmbH
An den Heilquellen 8 • 79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -4 90 86 31 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -4 90 81 00
reservierung.freiburg@dorint.com
https://dorint.com/freiburg

140 No. of beds | DBL from 129 € | SU from 227 €

206 No. of beds | DBL from 175 €

Whether it is a short break in Freiburg, a business trip,
a culinary or gourmet weekend - our philosophy focuses
on sophisticated guests. We offer comfortable rooms and
excellent cuisine. A stay at the Hirschen in Freiburg-Lehen means enjoying the individual service and comfort
of a 4-star non-smoking hotel, excellent dining and
relaxation.

This hotel is specialized in various medical health offerings. The 1,200 sqm-large medical fitness level promises
the highest quality of recovery and regeneration. A
heated corridor connects the hotel to the KEIDEL mineral
thermal baths with a unique sauna landscape. Two restaurants with an exquisite sun terrace offer fresh seasonal,
regional, and international culinary delights.

Map H5 | No. 10 | Distance to station 1,6 km

o

Colombi Hotel

FTM03855

i

Ferienhof Walter

Colombi GmbH
Rotteckring 16
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -2 10 60 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 14 10
reservierung@colombi.de • www.colombi.de

Wippertskirch 2
79112 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 4- 13 96
Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 13 74
info@ferienhof-walter.de • www.ferienhof-walter.de

210 No. of beds | SGL from 173 € | DBL from 195 € |

9 No. of beds | SGL from 45 € | DBL from 65 €

SU from 262 €

Map H5 | No. 11 | Distance to station 1,5 km

FTM03856

FT Hotel

Hotel am Stadtgarten Niehaus Gebäude Service
GmbH
Karlstraße 12
79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -2 82 90 02 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 82 90 22
kontakt@hotelamstadtgarten.de
www.hotelamstadtgarten.de

LHS03965

Map J5 | No. 15 | Distance to station 3,5 km

FTM03968

Map J9 | No. 16 | Distance to station 12 km

LHS04201

48 No. of beds | SGL from 49 € | DBL from 64 € |
MBR from 124 €

Conveniently located in Freiburg's district Waldsee, our
hotel offers twenty-three simply furnished double rooms.
You can park your car free of charge in the large parking
area in front of our house and you can reach the Freiburg
city center in 10 minutes by tram or visit the home games
of the SC Freiburg in the Black Forest Stadium, which can
be reached within 3 minutes on foot from the hotel!

This elegant design hotel is an architectural masterpiece
in an excellent location, close to the "Stadtgarten" (city
gardens) and yet right in the center. First-class designer
business rooms with glass shower and free Wi-Fi ensure
your well-being, perfect sleeping comfort and a relaxing
stay.

Map K6 | No. 12 | Distance to station 10 km

LHS03970

Gästehaus Dold - Haus Herderhütte

Hauptstraße 44
79199 Kirchzarten
Tel. +49 (0) 76 61 -9 79 80
Fax +49 (0)7 66 1- 97 98 29
info@krone-kirchzarten.de
www.krone-kirchzarten.de

Frau Franziska Dold
Großtalstraße 48
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -6 73 45
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 73 45
franziska.dold1@gmail.com

58 No. of beds | SGL from 70 € | DBL from 100 €

6 No. of beds | MBR from 32 €

Hotel KRONE, located between peaceful nature and
urban bustle, has been extensively rebuilt and expanded
and was reopened in 2016. In the historic barn, where
horses were bred more than 225 years ago, you now find
charming hotel rooms and suites. Close to the town center
of Kirchzarten you will find shops, restaurants, and good
connections to the public transport.

Our house is located in peaceful nature in an absolutely
quiet spot in Freiburg-Kappel, outside the center. A part of
the house is over 200 years old, partly kept in the typical
Black Forest style, was renovated and has a double room
and a triple room. Due to its location on the Kappler
Wand this guest house is an ideal starting point for hiking
tours.
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Map B4 | No. 14 | Distance to station 10 km

FT Hotel GmbH
Schwarzwaldstraße 181 • 79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -1 51 46 66 -0
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -1 51 46 66 -6
info@ft-hotel.de • www.ft-hotel.de

70 No. of beds | SGL from 89 € | DBL from 109 €

Die KRONE - Hotel Garni

FTM00712

Relax in our guest rooms and apartments, surrounded by
vineyards and orchards of the Tuniberg hill. Wonderful
paths invite you to go hiking and cycling. The city center
of Freiburg is only 12 km away. Ferienhof Walter offers
you 4 guest rooms as well as 6 apartments of different
sizes for 2-7 persons, all with balcony or terrace. With
direct marketing and seasonal café.

Welcome to Colombi Hotel, one of the few remaining
luxury-class city hotels that is still run personally by the
owners. Although a hotel cannot replace your home, we
see to it that your individual needs are met and you feel at
home with us. Located on the outskirts of the picturesque
Old Town the Colombi is an ideal starting point for a trip
to the region.

Designhotel am Stadtgarten

Map D6 | No. 13 | Distance to station 6 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map K6 | No. 17 | Distance to station 6 km

Gästehaus Ruh

FTM03750

h

Hotel Am Rathaus

Ralf Wielgoß
Schwarzwaldstraße 225
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -6 20 65
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 20 65
gaestehaus_ruh@web.de • www.gaestehaus-ruh.de

Thomas Hess
Rathausgasse 4-8
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 29 61 60
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 96 16 66
hotel@am-rathaus.de • www.am-rathaus.de

28 No. of beds | SGL from 49 € | DBL from 69 €

60 No. of beds | SGL from 98 € | DBL from 149 € |

Green City Hotel Vauban

Map G6 | No. 18 | Distance to station 2,9 km

FTM03859

h

Hotel Barbara
Poststraße 4
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 29 62 50
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 66 88
mail@hotel-barbara.de • www.hotel-barbara.de

100 No. of beds | SGL from 85 € | DBL from 105 € |

MBR from 139 €

Map F6 | No. 19 | Distance to station 4 km

FTM03841

Hotel Bären

Obere Hardtstraße 14-16
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 45 98 79 21
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 45 98 79 22
info@greencity-boarding.de
www.greencity-boarding.de

Frau Marion Fuchs
Hofackerstraße 96
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 10 81
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 44 98
www.hotel-baeren-garni.de

43 No. of beds | SGL from 54 € | DBL from 63 €

20 No. of beds | SGL from 49,35 € | DBL from 71,40 €

We offer attractive temporary accommodation for shortterm guests who are looking for a place to live in the
city, come to the city for work projects or internships. In
the GreenCity Boardinghouse you will find lovingly and
stylishly furnished rooms with parquet flooring in a natural
feel-good atmosphere. 2 common kitchens, a lounge,
terrace and parking spaces are at your disposal.

Our 10 comfortably furnished rooms are ideal for 1-2
guests and are equipped with showers, WC, satellite
TV and double beds as well as optional twin beds. Best
connection to the trade fair, university hospital, motorway
and tram. Restaurant with regional cuisine in the house.
Parking is available in front and behind the hotel.

Map H5 | No. 20 | Distance to station 1 km

Hotel Alleehaus

FTM03861

h

Hotel Bischofslinde

Marienstraße 7
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 38 76 00
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 87 60 99
wohlfuehlen@hotel-alleehaus.de
www.hotel-alleehaus.de

Frau Patricia Heimer
Am Bischofskreuz 15
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 26 88
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 80 83 45
info@hotel-bischofslinde.de • www.hotel-bischofslinde.de

38 No. of beds | SGL from 85 € | DBL from 125 €

48 No. of beds | SGL from 79 € | DBL from 99 €

Our cozy hotel, a villa from the Wilhelminian Era, is
located only a few meters from the city center. Enjoy the
quiet, yet convenient location. In our 19 single and double
rooms, each with bath or shower and toilet, you will findrestful sleep and rejuvenating peace and quiet. Our rooms
are individually furnished and decorated.

The carefully modernized Bischofslinde offers 26 charming, non-smoking rooms with modern bathrooms. The
hotel is located in the Betzenhausen district of Freiburg,
just west of the famous Old Town. Hotel guests are just a
short walk away from the Seepark, a recreational area
with a lake, sunbathing area, restaurant and beer garden.
The tram takes you to the city center in just 10 minutes.
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Map F4 | No. 23 | Distance to station 4 km

FTM03847

Map G4 | No. 24 | Distance to station 2,4 km

FTM00256

You'll fall in love with the cozy atmosphere of this charming, privately run 3-star hotel in the heart of Freiburg.
Treat yourself to our friendly and personal service. The
unique ambiance of this historic house that mirrors the
city's fascinating history in every detail never fails to
impress. The "Barbara" is located in a quiet side street just
3 minutes from the main train station on foot.

The Green City Hotel Vauban is the gateway to the Freiburg Vauban district, an urban neighborhood wonderfully
located between city and nature. The vines twining up
the low-tech façade keep it cool in the summer and warm
in the winter. Where form and functionality complement
each other, an example of architecture is created that
serves the people and the environment equally.

h

FTM03863

38 No. of beds | SGL from 80 € | DBL from 114 € |

SU from 193 €

GreenCity Boardinghouse GmbH

Map H5 | No. 22 | Distance to station 0,5 km

Your hotel at the "Rathausplatz" (Town Hall Square), a clean and modern accommodation in the middle of the beautiful Old Town. The dedicated hosts will do their utmost to
make your stay as pleasant as possible: modern rooms, a
music and DVD library, free Wi-Fi, daily newspapers and
an excellent and diverse breakfast buffet await you.

Green City Hotel Vauban gGmbH
Paula-Modersohn-Platz 5
79100 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 88 57 40
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 88 85 74 44
info@hotel-vauban.de • www.hotel-vauban.de

f

FTM00278

MBR from 159 € | SU from 169 €

The guest house and restaurant Ruh is located in Ebnet,
an idyllic district in the east of Freiburg. We offer you
14 comfortable rooms and the restaurant spoils you with
typical dishes from the Baden region. The location of
Ebnet is ideal for SC fans, lovers of culture and athletes:
it is the starting point of beautiful Black Forest hiking and
mountain biking tours. The bathing beach and SC Stadium
are within walking distance in only a few minutes.

m

Map H5 | No. 21 | Distance to station 0,5 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map B5 | No. 25 | Distance to station 9 km

Hotel Blume

FTM00286

h

Hotel Hirschengarten

Freiburgerstraße 1
79112 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 4- 93 97 90
Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 93 97 99
hotel-blume@t-online.de
www.hotel-blume-freiburg.de

Ramona Härtel & Christiane Reinhardt GbR
Breisgauer Straße 51
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 88 33 30
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 83 33 39
info@hirschengarten.de • www.hirschengarten.de

46 No. of beds | SGL from 68 € | DBL from 80 €

42 No. of beds | SGL from 64 € | DBL from 85 € |

FTM03867

Hotel & Restaurant Kreuzblume

Familie Armatowski
Gundelfinger Straße 27b
79108 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 03 69 30
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 03 69 59
hotel@hotelclassic.de • www.HotelClassic.de

Map H5 | No. 31 | Distance to station 0,3 km

FTM03876

Map H5 | No. 32 | Distance to station 1 km

FTM03880

14 No. of beds | SGL from 95 € | DBL from 150 €

The Hotel & Restaurant Kreuzblume is located right in the
Old Town on Konviktstraße, at the foot of the Schlossberg. Konviktstraße - with its blue wisteria and the typical
"Bächle" (small canals) - is one of the most beautiful streets
in Freiburg. Enjoy a wonderful stay in a charming, historic
building in a cobblestone side street in the heart of beautiful Freiburg - whether in the cozy & modern rooms or with
a delicious dinner and a glass of wine.

MBR from 110 €

The Hotel Classic welcomes guests in a personal and
elegant atmosphere. Our generous and air-conditioned
rooms offer plenty of space. We also offer spacious
apartment rooms with a small kitchen. As a handicapped
accessible hotel, we also welcome people with physical
limitations. Parking is right outside the hotel with enough
space for coaches.
Map E6 | No. 27 | Distance to station 4,5 km

FTM04007

h

Hotel Minerva

Frau Irmtraud Ehret
Basler Landstraße 106
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -4 33 13
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 84 46 96
info@roessle-freiburg.de
www.hotel-roessle-freiburg.de

Regio Conseil S.A.R.L
Poststraße 8
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 38 64 90
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 86 49 44
info@minerva-freiburg.de • www.minerva-freiburg.de
42 No. of beds | SGL from 86 € | DBL from 119 €

27 No. of beds | SGL from 65 € | DBL from 95 € |

Our hotel is located in a quiet street close to the old town
and train station. From here you have short distances to
various restaurants, the Freiburg Theater or the "Münsterplatz" with its daily market and the indescribable Freiburg
Cathedral. Our guests travel free on public transport. WiFi
is in all rooms available.

MBR from 110 €

The "Rössle" offers you a pleasant stay in a traditional
ambience with a modern touch, attentive service and a
central location in our region. We are looking forward to
welcoming you here and invite you to get an overview of
our wide range of services.

Hotel Gasthaus Schützen

Map I6 | No. 28 | Distance to station 3,3 km

Herrn Martin Wolfstädter
Schützenallee 12 • 79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 70 59 90 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -7 05 99 19
rezeption@schuetzen-freiburg.de
www.schuetzen-freiburg.de
39 No. of beds | SGL from 69 € | DBL from 44,50 € |

FTM01405

Hotel Restaurant Markgräfler Hof
Frau Barbara Kempchen
Gerberau 22
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 25 40
info@markgraeflerhof.de
www.markgraeflerhof.de

MBR from 30 €

29 No. of beds | SGL from 80 € | DBL from 130 €

The Hotel Gasthaus Schützen has an array of bright and
comfortable single and double rooms. On Sundays, we
also welcome guests to enjoy a late brunch. Regional cuisine and beverages are served at the in-house restaurant
and adjoining palm beer garden. Cyclists and electric car
drivers can benefit from the hotel's free charging station.

The Markgräfler Hof is a charming meeting place right in
the heart of the Old Town and a pleasant retreat of the
typical Baden lifestyle. Simple, good and honest.
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LHS04349

Konviktstraße 31
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 11 94
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 08 53 77 19
info@hotel-kreuzblume.de • www.hotel-kreuzblume.de

50 No. of beds | SGL from 80 € | DBL from 95 € |

Hotel Gasthaus Rössle

Map H5 | No. 30 | Distance to station 1,5 km

We look forward to your visit in our privately run, comfortably furnished hotel! Located in the northwestern corner
of Freiburg, our hotel is the ideal starting point for many
unforgettable excursions. You can reach the historic city
center by car, or for the environmentally conscious by
tram in just 10 minutes.

Map I3 | No. 26 | Distance to station 4 km

Hotel Classic

FTM03873

MBR from 105 €

Hotel Blume, at the foot of the Tuniberg hill, offers an
outstanding and pleasant hotel comfort. The interior of our
elegantly furnished rooms with a total of 50 beds fulfill
all your wishes. Freiburg-Opfingen is located right at the
foot of the Tuniberg. The surrounding area is very idyllic,
shaped by agriculture and romantic vineyards.

h

Map F4 | No. 29 | Distance to station 5,9 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map H5 | No. 33 | Distance to station 0,2 km

i

Hotel Rheingold

FTM00298

i

Hotel Stadt Freiburg

Hotel Rheingold GmbH
Eisenbahnstraße 47
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -2 82 10
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 82 11 11
info@rheingold-freiburg.de • www.rheingold-freiburg.de

Breisacher Straße 84
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 96 80
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 09 50 30
info@hotel-stadt-freiburg.de • www.hotel-stadt-freiburg.de

95 No. of beds | SGL from 99 € | DBL from 139 €

SU from 250 €

Behind the modern Art Deco façade, you will enjoy the
charm and service of a small, family-run 4-star hotel. Be
our guest - whether on business or on holiday - you will
feel at home in the RHEINGOLD. The hotel is centrally
located, in a quiet street lined with chestnuts. The main
train station and concert hall are 200 m away. The
theater and Freiburg Cathedral can be reached within a
5-minutes' walk.

Welcome to the Hotel Stadt Freiburg, a modern establishment with the highest international standards. Our hotel
is quietly but conveniently located close to the University
Hospital and the Freiburg Trade Fair. Our restaurant, with
a new and modern design, offers savory and regional
snacks as well as a variety of sweet treats. The Jean d'Arcel Beauty and Wellness Institute and Day Spa attached
to our premises is just the thing!
LHS00324

Hotel zum Löwen

Eschholzstraße 63
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 20 74 90
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 07 49 50
kontakt@hotel-schemmer.de
www.hotel-schemmer.de

Map F4 | No. 38 | Distance to station 3,5 km

FTM04272

Map F6 | No. 39 | Distance to station 4 km

FTM00322

Map H5 | No. 40 | Distance to station 0,9 km

LHS03892

Breisgauer Straße 62
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 46 61 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 40 23
hotel-loewen-freiburg-lehen@t-online.de
www.hotel-zum-loewen-freiburg.de
30 No. of beds | SGL from 30 € | DBL from 50 €

18 No. of beds | SGL from 47 € | MBR from 64 €

The small Hotel Zum Löwen has 20 rooms and is situated
in a quiet area in Lehen. The hotel is centrally located
and offers very good transport connections. You can look
forward to a full breakfast with table service from 7 am
to 10 am, a variable breakfast start is also possible on
request. There are numerous free parking spaces for cars
as well as storage facilities for motorcycles and bicycles
available for our guests.

Our team promises you a relaxing stay in a friendly and
comfortable atmosphere. We offer smoking and non-smoking rooms, budget rooms with running water (shower
and toilet on the floor) as well as rooms with shower and
WC. For your bicycles or motorcycles, there is a secure
yard with a small quiet garden. Free public parking is
available.

Map H5 | No. 35 | Distance to station 2 km

h

Hotel Schiller

LHS03883

Basler Landstraße 35-37
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 40 07 50
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 40 07 55 55
info@hotel-zumschiff.de • www.hotel-zumschiff.de
160 No. of beds | SGL from 102,65 € | DBL from 125 €

60 No. of beds | SGL from 79 € | DBL from 99 € |

80 modernly furnished and air-conditioned, first-class hotel rooms with magnificent views of the nearby vineyards.
All rooms are equipped with cable TV, Wi-Fi, and a
modem/ISDN connection. At our hotel, we welcome you
to enjoy every modern comfort and the highly acclaimed
Black Forest hospitality. Our family has successfully run
the traditional hotel "Zum Schiff" since 1821.

MBR from 149 €

Situated on the outskirts of the Old Town of Freiburg, the
Hotel Schiller is an ideal starting point for sightseeing on
foot. This privately run 3-star hotel has its own restaurant.
The guest rooms have a modern, contemporary design:
single, double and multi-bed rooms as well as a suite
await you.

Map A7 | No. 36 | Distance to station 14 km

i

Hotel Schloss Reinach

i

Hotel Zum Schiff

Peter Strobel
Hildastraße 2
79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 70 33 70
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -7 03 37 77
reception@schiller-hotel.de • www.schiller-hotel.de

FTM00229

Hotel-Pension Goldene Krone

Schloss Reinach GmbH & Co.KG
St.-Erentrudis-Straße 12
79112 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 4- 40 70 • Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 40 71 55
reservierung@schlossreinach.de • www.schlossreinach.de

Mattenstraße 2a
79100 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -1 37 60 83
info@hotelpension-goldene-krone.de
www.hotelpension-goldene-krone.de

190 No. of beds | SGL from 69 € | DBL from 99 € |

23 No. of beds | SGL from 58 € | DBL from 68 € |

SU from 179 €

MBR from 72 €

We welcome you to the green gates of Freiburg with
genuine hospitality and the upscale comfort of a 4-star
establishment. Relax in the friendly atmosphere of our
comfortable, individually furnished rooms and suites of
Schloss Reinach. Recharge your batteries in our Fitness &
Vitality Oasis, enjoy our exquisite cuisine, and experience
exciting cultural events hosted in our beautiful courtyard.

The Goldene Krone hotel has been completely renovated
according to the latest standards. The guest rooms are
modernly furnished and equipped with shower/WC and
DSL connection. The breakfast room with its friendly atmosphere lets you start the day in a good mood. Motorcyclists are just as welcome as cyclists. Bikes can be parked
in the courtyard.
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FTM00248

356 No. of beds | SGL from 140 € | DBL from 145 € |

Map G5 | No. 34 | Distance to station 0,5 km

Hotel Schemmer

Map G4 | No. 37 | Distance to station 2 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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h

Hotel-Restaurant Bierhäusle

YOUR HOSTS – HOTELS
Map F4 | No. 41 | Distance to station 3,8 km

FTM00358

i

Novotel Freiburg Am Konzerthaus

Breisgauerstraße 41
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 83 00
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 88 30 -1 33
info@bierhaeusle.de
www.bierhauesle.de

AccorHotels Germany GmbH
Konrad-Adenauer-Platz 2
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 88 90 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 88 91 00
H5383@accor.com • www.novotel.com

68 No. of beds | SGL from 80 € | DBL from 130 €

MBR from 105 €

Welcome to the 3-star Hotel Bierhäusle. Look forward to a
hotel where tradition and coziness are just as self-evident
as indulgence and culinary experiences. Our ambition
is to offer the highest level of comfort and service, while
retaining the character of a family-run hotel.

The Novotel Freiburg Am Konzerthaus is a 4-star hotel
located very close to the main train station and the city
center. Shops, theater and sights are within walking
distance. Combine work and relaxation in comfortable
rooms with free Wi-Fi and recharge your batteries in the
spa area. The restaurant with a terrace offers a wide
range of cuisine and the modern bar is ideal to round off
the day.

FTM03896

Map I4 | No. 46 | Distance to station 5 km

FTM03875

Map H5 | No. 47 | Distance to station 0,1 km

FTM03898

355 No. of beds | SGL from 90 € | DBL from 95 € |

Map H5 | No. 42 | Distance to station 0,0 km

h

InterCityHotel Freiburg

FTM03894

Lassiaille Hotelbetriebs GmbH & Co.KG
Wintererstraße 89
79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 10 30
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 10 33 00
h1128@accor.com
www.chez-eric.de

304 No. of beds | DBL from 79 €

172 No. of beds | DBL from 100 €

The InterCityHotel Freiburg is located right next to the
main train station. You can stay in one of our 152 modernly furnished rooms, each equipped with soundproofed
windows. Highlights: free Wi-Fi, restaurant with international and national cuisine, FreeCityTicket for the free use of
public transport in Freiburg, depending on room view of
the city or the Black Forest.

KL Freiburg-Internationales
Gästehaus für junge Menschen &
Gruppen

Idyllic located along the edges of woods and surrounded
by green meadows, the owner-operated Panorama Hotel
Mercure extends on the south-facing slope of the Waltersberg above the district of Herdern. The city center of
Freiburg can be reached by car within 10 minutes. Wi-fi
via fiber optic lines as well as the use of the sauna and
swimming pool area is included in the room rate.
Map H5 | No. 43 | Distance to station 1,7 km

FTM00327

Park Hotel Post Meier KG
Eisenbahnstraße 35-37
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 38 54 80 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 16 80
info@park-hotel-post.de • www.park-hotel-post.de
77 No. of beds | SGL from 109 € | DBL from 149 €

Welcome to the Park Hotel Post - Culture and Literature
hotel. Your city hotel in the heart of Freiburg. At the Park
Hotel Post you can find first-class, four-star comfort, a
warm, family atmosphere and many exciting cultural and
outdoor experiences. Right in the Freiburg city center a
few steps away from the pedestrian area, 100 m from the
main train station and concert hall, free Wi-fi, breakfast
buffet included.

93 No. of beds | SGL from 49,50 € | DBL from 33 € |
MBR from 33 €

The KL guest house is centrally located, reasonably priced
and tastefully furnished. We offer excellent opportunities
for your holiday, study trip or club activity. Full-board
catering on request, various group and meeting rooms
and a roof terrace with a fantastic view.

Mercure Hotel Freiburg Am Münster

i

Park Hotel Post

KL-Katholisches Jugendgästehaus Freiburg
GmbH
Kartäuserstraße 41 • 79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 21 11 6- 30 • Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 21 11 6- 50
info@kl-freiburg.de • www.kl-freiburg.de

h

n

Panorama Hotel Mercure

InterCityHotel GmbH
Bismarckallee 3
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 80 08 88 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 80 09 99
reservations@freiburg.intercityhotel.de
https://www.intercityhotel.com

Map H5 | No. 44 | Distance to station 1 km

AccorHotels Germany GmbH
Auf der Zinnen 1
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 38 51 -0
Reservierung_Freiburg@accor.com

FTM03864

Pension-Gaststätte Paradies

Map H5 | No. 48 | Distance to station 1 km

LHS03751_B

Mathildenstraße 26
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 27 37 00
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 27 50 38
info@paradies-freiburg.de
www.paradies-freiburg.de

230 No. of beds | DBL from 86 €

The charming and magnificent Old Town of Baden's metropolis is practically on your doorstep. All 115 rooms at
the 3-star Mercure Hotel Freiburg Am Münster are air-conditioned and non-smoking. You can choose between
standard and privilege rooms. In the neighboring gym
you can work out at special rates. The main train station is
only 1 km away, the A5 motorway 8 km.
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Map H5 | No. 45 | Distance to station 0,05 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

32 No. of beds | SGL from 79 € | DBL from 99 € |
MBR from 97,65 €

We don't promise Heaven on Earth. But: Welcome to
Paradise! The Hotel Paradies has lovingly designed and
very individually equipped rooms. Centrally located in
the Stühlinger district, you can reach the Old Town in 16
minutes, or by tram in about 10 minutes.

All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Stadthotel Freiburg - Kolping Hotels
& Resorts

Map H5 | No. 49 | Distance to station 1 km

FTM03921

Black Forest Hostel

Map H5 | No. 53 | Distance to station 0,6 km

LHS03853

100 No. of beds | SGL from 36 € | DBL from 30 € |

247 No. of beds | SGL from 81 € | DBL from 108 €

MBR from 17 €

At the Stadthotel Freiburg - Kolping Hotels & Resorts you
can unwind in modern rooms and in a 3-star-superior comfort. Kindness & hospitality are conveyed through words,
gestures and attention. Committed employees and our
long tradition characterize the modern Stadthotel.

The hostel is located close to Freiburg's Old Town and
easy to reach. This is a self-catering accommodation. Bed
linens can be rented for a one-time fee of 4 € per person,
sleeping bags are welcome. On request, the rooms are
separated by gender.

Map H5 | No. 50 | Distance to station 0,75 km

FTM03900

StayInn Hostel + Gästehaus

The Alex Hotel GmbH
Rheinstraße 29 • 79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 29 69 70
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -2 96 97 79
info@the-alex-hotel.de • www.the-alex-hotel.de

Herrn Dominik Haury
Stühlingerstraße 24a
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 36 30 05 73
info@stayinn-freiburg.de • www.stayinn-freiburg.de

66 No. of beds | DBL from 119 €

120 No. of beds | SGL from 65 € | DBL from 58 € |
MBR from 75 €

Lean luxury for business and leisure guests. Privately run,
totally unique, small and exclusive. Situated in a quiet side
street near Freiburg's Old Town and just 5 minutes away
from the main train station, The Alex Hotel in Freiburg is
perfect for exciting days and peaceful nights. Comfortable box-spring beds invite you to kick back and relax.
All-glass rain showers available in every room.

Our hostel & guest house offers affordable accommodation with the possibility of self-catering. The ideal starting
point for excursions in or around Freiburg. Our house
is also perfect for groups and lets you choose between
many different room categories. Rooms are divided into
budget or standard. Twin beds, double beds and more
options are available.

Map H5 | No. 51 | Distance to station 1 km

Zum Roten Bären

FTM03843

Tania Rittershaus & Corinna Schusser GbR
Kartäuserstraße 33
79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 81 78 70 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 81 78 95
backpacker@blackforest-hostel.de
www.blackforest-hostel.de

Bertreibergesellschaft Dr. Ollhoff mbH
Karlstraße 7
79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 19 30
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 19 32 02
info@hotel-freiburg.de • www.hotel-freiburg.de

The Alex Hotel

Map H5 | No. 52 | Distance to station 1,5 km

FTM00299

Zum Roten Bären Hotel & Restaurant GmbH
Oberlinden 12
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 38 78 70
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -3 87 87 17
reservierung@roter-baeren.de • www.roter-baeren.de

You deserve
some

time out

44 No. of beds | SGL from 99 € | DBL from 129 € |
SU from 179 €

The Ringhotel zum Roten Bären with the traditional Baden
restaurant is located right in the Old Town of Freiburg
and is the oldest inn in Germany. The hotel is an oasis of
tranquility despite its central position in the city center, yet
it is surrounded by thick medieval walls. In 25 rooms, we
offer our guests tradition, atmosphere and comfort.

Everything for your health

So you want to combine holiday and healthcare? Then come
to the HealthRegion Freiburg! We offer a range of healthcare
services from check-ups and medical treatments, to rest and
relaxation in our thermal spas and wellness hotels.

www.healthregion-freiburg.de/en
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All prices in euros incl. all taxes, fees and breakfast. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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YOUR HOSTS – PRIVATE ROOMS
Map K7 | Distance to station 9,5 km

Pc

Bläsihof

YOUR HOSTS – PRIVATE ROOMS
FTM04081

Privatzimmer Lichter

Herr Andreas Wehrle
Kleintalstraße 36
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -6 96 58 71
andi.steffi@web.de
www.blaesihof-kappel.de

Map F5 | Distance to station 3,5 km

FTM03938

Map F5 | Distance to station 3,5 km

FTM03878

Map F4 | Distance to station 2 km

FTM03884

Frau Waltraud Lichter
Haierweg 115
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 44 35 00
wlichter@yahoo.de
2 No. of beds | Apt. from 47,25 €

6 No. of beds | DBL from 37 €

The very bright souterrain apartment has a separate
entrance and offers a living and sleeping area, hallway
and a shower bath with WC. Bed linen and towels are
provided. There is also a kitchenette with dining table and
two chairs. The apartment with approx. 30sqm is located
in a quiet, yet easily accessible area, close to the trade
fair and with good connection to Freiburg's city center.

Our idyllic farmhouse, surrounded by meadows and
forests, operates beside the rental of holiday rooms as a
dairy farm. The farm is situated in a wonderful position
with a view into the valley. The city center of Freiburg is
only 10 minutes away by car, accessible by public transport in about 20 minutes.

Map E6 | Distance to station 5 km

Faber Weingut

FTM03771

Privatzimmer-Vermietung Bechtold

Herr Martin Faber
Langgasse 5
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -4 34 63 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -4 76 16 77
info@weingutfaber.de • www.weingutfaber.de

Frau Rosmarie Bechtold
Christaweg 13
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 47 16 04
rosmarie.b@t-online.de
www.rosmarie-bechtold.de

6 No. of beds | SGL from 59 € | DBL from 89 € |
MBR from 110 €

8 No. of beds | SGL from 26 € | DBL from 44 €

Our three guest rooms are bright and friendly and air-conditioned. All rooms have shower and WC as well as TV
and Wi-Fi. 2 nights minimum stay. Breakfast is served in
the breakfast room on the ground floor. Vacation in the
winery - feel good and enjoy. Ideal starting point for trips
to the Black Forest, Alsace and Switzerland.

Our 2-family house offers cozily furnished non-smoking
rooms with free internet access. The rooms are partially
equipped with a terrace or balcony to the south side.
There is a guest kitchen in the old building as well as in
the annex.

Map F4 | Distance to station 4 km

Privatzimmer Eschmann

FTM03857

Pb

Übernachtung am Seepark

Doris Eschmann
Bundschuhstraße 18a
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 8 30 96 • Fax +49 (0)8 97 5- 91 30
info@fewo-hartmann-freiburg.de
www.fewo-hartmann-freiburg.de

Frau Christiane Tzaschel
Edith-Stein-Straße 20a
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 72 -7 25 15 90
christiane-tzaschel@web.de • www.tzaschel.de

10 No. of beds | SGL from 22 €

MBR from 69 €

Our two private rooms are very well equipped and provide everything you need. Both of the rooms have cooking
facilities, coffee machine, kettle, toaster, fridge, oven and
microwave. A large bathroom is on the floor and is used
by 2 to 3 people. The tram and bus stop is a 3-4 minutes'
walk away.

You have made all your plans but still need accommodation? Whether you are looking for a room for yourself
or for two or three people, I look forward to welcoming
you to my home and wish you a pleasant journey and a
pleasant, enjoyable stay in our beautiful city of Freiburg.
Please contact the hostess with your travel details by
phone or e-mail.

8 No. of beds | SGL from 30 € | DBL from 45 € |

Map F5 | Distance to station 2,5 km

Privatzimmer Jenisch

LHS03890

Martina Jenisch
Unterer Mühlenweg 50
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 49 45 28
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -4 56 59 43
martina.jenisch@online.de
3 No. of beds | SGL from 20 € | DBL from 40 €

Event-Brewery Tour:
Phone +49 (0)761 2185-600
ww w.ganter-brauerlebnis.de

Our cozy guest rooms are located in a single-family house
in Freiburg's suburb Weingarten. About 4 km to the heart
of Freiburg. Public transport takes you to the city center relatively fast. Freiburg also serves as an ideal starting point
for hikes to the Kaiserstuhl or Black Forest. You can relax
in our single and double room after an exciting day.

BRAUEREI GANTER GMBH & CO. KG | Schwarzwaldstraße 43 | 79117 Freiburg
Ganter-Brau-Erlebnis-Anzeige-189x63-v1-EN.indd 1
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All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map F6 | Distance to station 4,5 km

Fc

Alte Bollhofbrennerei

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
FTM03774

Fd

Anjas Ferienhaus****

Herrn Georg Siegfried Keller
Bollhof 3
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 73 4 39 01 23
g.s.keller@t-online.de

LHS01502

Map F4 | Distance to station 4 km

FTM03776

Map G5 | Distance to station 1 km

FTM03777

Map H5 | Distance to station 0,5 km

FTM03770

Heikki und Ingeborg Mäkinen
Hartkirchweg 1
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 49 41 96
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -4 53 43 01
maekinen@web.de

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 34 qm | from 45 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 50 qm | from 62 €

The high-quality furnished non-smoking apartment with 40
sqm in the district of St. Georgen in Freiburg is located on
the ground floor. Very quiet location close to the Military
Archives, historical surroundings, about 10 minutes to the
city center. Own distillery with shop. Electricity and hot
water are produced ecologically by solar energy. Wi-Fi
by arrangement.

Fd

Altstadt Appartement Insel 2

The four-star rated non-smoking holiday home is situated
in the southern part of Freiburg, St.Georgen. Built in
bungalow style, the house is located in the middle of the
garden. A large wooden terrace with garden furniture
invites you to relax in the summer. Bakeries, butchers and
a grocery store are nearby. We have very good transport
connections to the city center and surrounding area.

Map H5 | Distance to station 1,6 km

LHS03747

Apartement Seepark

Monika und Norbert Layer
Insel 2
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 64 26 67
Tel. +49 (0)1 75 2 25 65 64
norbert.layer@gmx.net • www.fewo-layer.de

Doris Eschmann
Hofackerstraße 78a
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 8 30 96
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 89 75 91 30
info@fewo-hartmann-freiburg.de
www.fewo-hartmann-freiburg.de

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 42 qm | from 60 €

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 34 qm | from 41 €

The apartment is on the ground floor in the picturesque
Old Town with a high-quality interior for a maximum
of 4 persons. Freiburg's attractions are within walking
distance. Guests who arrive by car are provided with a
parking card for the Schwabentor garage. Wi-Fi internet
connection. The living room has a sofa bed for 2 persons.
The bedroom has a double bed with a glass door facing
towards a beautiful small courtyard with furniture.

Altstadt Appartement Insel 18

The apartment is on the 3rd floor in a residential/business
building directly opposite the former grounds of the state
garden show with a beautiful lake, beer garden, restaurant, park facilities and mini golf course. The tram stop is
a 3 to 4 minutes' walk away. The main train station and
city center can be reached by tram in just 10 minutes.

Map H5 | Distance to station 1,6 km

LHS03765

Apartement Stühlinger

Monika und Norbert Layer
Insel 18
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 4- 26 67
Tel. +49 (0)1 75 2 25 65 64
norbert.layer@gmx.net • www.fewo-layer.de

Doris Eschmann
Eschholzstraße 114
79115 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 8 30 96
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 89 75 91 30
info@fewo-hartmann-freiburg.de
www.fewo-hartmann-freiburg.de

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 33 qm | from 50 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 28 qm | from 41 €

The apartment is on the ground floor in the picturesque
Old Town with a high-quality interior for a maximum
of 4 persons. Freiburg's attractions are within walking
distance. Guests who arrive by car are provided with a
parking card for the Schwabentor garage. Wi-Fi internet
connection. The living room has a double bed. In the
entrance area is a sofa bed for 2 persons. Nice courtyard
with garden furniture.

FeYFdYFc

Andrea's Ferienwohnungen

The apartment is conveniently located in the west of
Freiburg, close to the main train station, trade fair and
university hospitals. The city center can be reached by
tram or on foot within a few minutes. The apartment has a
south-facing balcony to the inner courtyard. A garage is
available for parking.

Map J8 | Distance to station 10 km

FTM00514

Fc

Ardoma's Ferienwohnung

Herr Wolfgang Brüstle
Kleintalstraße 62
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -6 33 08
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 96 46 19
wbruestle@t-online.de • www.ferien-bruestle.de

Herr Armin Roder
Fedderstraße 3
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 75 1- 91 02 74
Fax +49 (0)7 75 1- 91 02 76
armin.roder@t-online.de

5 Fewos | 1–6 Pers. | 35–120 qm | from 44 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 54 qm | from 55 €

An oasis of tranquility on the outskirts of Freiburg. Our
apartments are located in natural surroundings. After an
enjoyable holiday in Freiburg and its region, you can
enjoy beautiful wellness hours in our wooden barrel sauna
with adjacent outdoor whirlpool under the stars. All apartments have a large patio with garden furniture. Covered
parking for bicycles is available.

The 2-room apartment is located in the popular district
Stühlinger and is very central. The main train station can
be reached in about 8 minutes. The apartment with 54
sqm is on the 1st floor, easily accessible by lift. The district
is very popular because of its good location. Shops and
restaurants, bakery, hairdresser, drugstore, launderette
and internet shops are nearby.
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Map F6 | Distance to station 3,5 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Armin's Arbeiter Ferienwohnung

Map B3 | Distance to station 10 km

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
FTM03829

Ferienhof Walter

Frau Cornelia Löffler
Blumeneckstraße 8
79112 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 75 -5 23 60 52
loeffler-fewo@t-online.de

Map G5 | Distance to station 0,5 km

FTM03927

Fd

Ferienwohnung am Bahnhof
Herr Joachim Kaiser
Marchstraße 5
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 47 23 26
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 47 23 54
fewo-kaiser@t-online.de
www.ferienwohnungen-kaiser.de

12 Fewos | 1–2 Pers. | 23–41 qm | from 60 €

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 65 qm | from 75 €

Our house is ideal for those who are not looking for a
normal hotel or a rented apartment but want to spend
their business trip, holiday or temporary rent in a modern
furnished apartment, at a reasonable price. Our house is
centrally located in the heart of Freiburg, in a quiet side
street. The pedestrian zone and the Old Town are within
walking distance.

The apartment is located in the city center of Freiburg,
close to the main train station, the university hospitals and
the institute quarter, 10 minutes' walk to the Old Town.
The apartment is on the first floor of a modern and very
well-kept building and faces towards the rear of the house
(not towards the railway line).

Map E6 | Distance to station 4,5 km

LHS03924_B

Fc

Ferienwohnung am Lehener Berg

Frau Martina Nuss
Hegner-Schwestern-Weg 4
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 61 24 11 11
martina-nuss@gmx.de

Frau Monika Schweier
Kirchbergstraße 21
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 53 48
kschweier@t-online.de

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 36 qm | from 49 €

2 Fewos | 1–3 Pers. | 32 qm | from 34 €

Our beautiful, very bright 1-room souterrain apartment
is furnished in Mediterranean style. It is located south of
the city center of Freiburg in the district St. Georgen in a
quiet area. In summer, you can unwind in our garden after
a long day. We can also provide bicycles. A large shopping center and a bakery are within walking distance.

Nicely furnished non-smoking apartment on the ground
floor of a two-family house. Our house is in a quiet location in the district Lehen, in the western part of Freiburg
with a view of the Black Forest. Bed linen and towels
available. Distances: Public transport approx. 200 m,
train station approx. 4 km, motorway exit approx. 1 km.
Outstanding restaurants as well as cycling and hiking
trails in Freiburg-Lehen.

Map E6 | Distance to station 5 km

Faber Weingut
Herr Martin Faber
Langgasse 5
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -4 34 63
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -4 76 16 77
info@weingutfaber.de
www.weingutfaber.de

LHS01214

FTM03771

Fc

Ferienwohnung Am Lorettoberg

Map F3 | Distance to station 4 km

FTM03768

Map G6 | Distance to station 1,5 km

LHS03773

Frau Doris Esser-Schindele
Schlierbergstraße 8
79100 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 40 68 60
Fax +49 (0)7 61 1 30 74 79
doris.esser@web.de • www.ferien-freiburg.de
1 Fewo | 1–5 Pers. | 75 qm | from 65 €

3 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 70–85 qm | from 65 €

Our 3 apartments at the Winzerhof are very spacious
and cozy with a charming atmosphere. They each have
a bedroom, bathroom, kitchen with dining area and cozy
living room which invites you to unwind. All apartments
have an adjacent balcony/loggia and can be rented per
week.
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Map H5 | Distance to station 0,3 km

Relax in our guest rooms and apartments, surrounded by
vineyards and orchards of the Tuniberg hill. Wonderful
paths invite you to go hiking and cycling. The city center
of Freiburg is only 12 km away. Ferienhof Walter offers
you 4 guest rooms as well as 6 apartments of different
sizes for 2-7 persons, all with balcony or terrace. With
direct marketing and seasonal café.

Urbania Freiburg GmbH
Ferdinand-Weiß-Straße 5 • 79016 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 61 29 22 15
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 00 82 57
mail@boardinghouse-freiburg.de
www.boardinghouse-freiburg.de

FdYFc

LHS03965

5 Fewos | 1–7 Pers. | 35–80 qm | from 58 €

Beautiful non-smoking apartments exclusively for temporary workers. Bed linen is provided, towels on request.
All three apartments have a bedroom with single bed.
Apartment 1 offers another combined living and sleeping
area with sofa bed. An extra bed can be provided for
apartments 2 and 3. A cooking facility is also available
for the two apartments.

Carpe Diem

Map B4 | Distance to station 10 km

Herr Heiko Walter
Wippertskirch 2
79112 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 4- 13 96
Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 13 74
info@ferienhof-walter.de • www.ferienhof-walter.de

3 Fewos | 2–3 Pers. | 45–60 qm | from 20 €

Boardinghouse Freiburg im
Stühlinger

FdYFc

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

The spacious non-smoking apartment is located in our
detached two-family house, surrounded by old trees in
the southern district Unterwiehre. It is located on a hillside
at Lorettoberg, in a quiet cul-de-sac, close to the forest.
Parking is available right in front of the house. The openair swimming pool is nearby. We gladly provide you with
our rental bikes free of charge.

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Fd

Ferienwohnung Am Schönberg

Map E6 | Distance to station 4,5 km

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
FTM03996

Ferienwohnung BruegelWohnen

Frau Marlies Gerhardt
Malteserordensstraße 21a
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 44 18 06
m.mgerhardt@gmx.de
www.ferienwohnung-marlies.de

Frau Petra Bruegel
Zasiusstraße 104
79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 79 69 38
BruegelWohnen@t-online.de
www.bruegelwohnen.de

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 70 qm | from 60 €

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 50 qm | from 55 €

The apartment is located in the southern part of Freiburg
at the Schönberg mountain. 5 km to the city center,
organic food shop right opposite, large shopping center
about 800 m away. The apartment is modern and has a
high-quality interior. Our large garden with romantic flair
offers seating and sunbathing possibilities and invites you
to relax.

Quiet, spacious apartment with direct access from the
courtyard. The apartment is on the 1st floor of our house.
The Old Town can be reached in about 10 minutes on
foot. Shopping possibilities for daily needs are in immediate vicinity. The Wiehre train station is a 15-minute walk
away. From there you can reach the destinations Titisee,
Hinterzarten and Schluchsee on a charming train journey.

Map H5 | Distance to station 1,5 km

Fe

Ferienwohnung Atlantis

FTM03769

Ferienwohnung Brüstle

FTM03881

Map K7 | Distance to station 7,8 km

FTM03926

Map H5 | Distance to station 1,9 km

LHS03895

Map H5 | Distance to station 1,8 km

FTM03893

Brüstle Elke
Großtalstraße 55
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 61 10 50
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 05 35
j.bruestlegrosstalcafe@t-online.de
www.j-bruestle.privat.t-online.de

Insel 4
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -7 52 72
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 70 11 95
christinagindele@gmx.de
www.atlantis-freiburg.de
1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 58 qm | from 70 €

5 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 30–35 qm | from 49 €

In Freiburg between the gates Martinstor and Schwabentor, in the heart of the picturesque Old Town in a traffic-free zone, you find this lovingly renovated apartment
on the 1st floor. Right on the romantic canal, surrounded
by museums, pottery and goldsmithing art, small shops
with antiques and books as well as restaurants. Enjoy the
large roof garden between the rooftops of Freiburg's Old
Town, with a view of the cathedral.

Fc

Ferienwohnung Bei Franka mit
Sauna

Our house is located in the district Kappel and has 5
apartments. There is a café in the house where guests
have the possibility to have breakfast and buy basic
foods. A bus stop is nearby, parking is right at the house.
Just around the corner, you find a forest with beautiful
hiking trails as well as a playground.

Map F1 | Distance to station 8 km

LHS03763

Fc

Ferienwohnung Corina

Frau Gabriele Hempen
Hieberainle 23
79108 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 74 -3 09 08 19
verchern@web.de

Frau Corina Schulze-Rosario
Hochmeisterstraße 10
79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 55 42 89
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 56 87
c.schulze-rosario@t-online.de

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 50 qm | from 52 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 56 qm | from 70 €

The non-smoking apartment is conveniently located
near the motorway exit Freiburg-Nord in the souterrain
of a semi-detached house on the outskirts of Freiburg.
Within walking distance you will find a bakery and café,
butcher shop, restaurants and supermarkets as well as an
indoor pool and tennis hall. Not far from the apartment,
the scenic surroundings offer opportunities for walking,
Nordic walking or cycling.

Modern and friendly 2-room apartment in the beautiful
district Freiburg-Herdern/Neuburg. Close to the center,
yet quiet, surrounded by nature. Terrace with view across
large garden with old trees. 100 m to bus station and city
gardens. 10 minutes' walk to the Old Town. 56 sqm, living
room, fully equipped open kitchen, bedroom, bathroom
(shower). Underground car park with lifting platform.
ATTENTION: Max. height of the car: 1.5m, LENGTH 5m.
Map G3 | Distance to station 3 km

Fc

Ferienwohnung Billmann

LHS00945

Fc

Ferienwohnung Edelmann

Frau Hedwig Billmann
Am Schneckengraben 31
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 80 02 44
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 86 68 86
info@fewo-billmann.de • www.fewo-Billmann.de

Frau Birgitte Edelmann
Erwinstraße 16
79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -7 52 84
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 70 18 73
b-edelmann@versanet.de

1 Fewo | 2–4 Pers. | 45 qm | from 63 €

3 Fewos | 1–2 Pers. | 24–35 qm | from 40 €

The 45 sqm non-smoking apartment is located on the
first floor of a family home on the edge of the Mooswald
forest. There is a fully equipped kitchen and a spacious
dining area. Washing machine and dryer in the basement
can be shared free of charge. There is a double bed in
the bedroom, a sofa bed for 2 more people in the living
area. Pets are not allowed.

Art Nouveau house with lovingly furnished apartments.
Quiet and central, you will stay in the beautiful district
Freiburg/Wiehre. The historic Old Town, the indoor swimming pool and the Loretto outdoor swimming pool can be
reached on foot in 10-15 minutes. All shops for your daily
needs, as well as cozy cafés and restaurants with beer
garden are nearby. Bicycles are available free of charge.
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Map I6 | Distance to station 2 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map F4 | Distance to station 4 km

Fc

Ferienwohnung Enjoy

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
LHS03879

Ferienwohnung Grüninger

Frau Inge Hodel
Sundgauallee 53
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 70 -7 07 09 96
info@ferienwohnung-enjoy.de
www.ferienwohnung-enjoy.de

Herr Rudolf Grüninger
Jos-Fritz-Straße 26
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 18 61
rudolf.grueninger@t-online.de
www.fewo-freiburg-gr.de

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 33 qm | from 51,50 €

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 64 qm | from 42 €

The 33 sqm apartment is located on the first floor in the
district of Freiburg-Betzenhausen. The apartment has an
underground garage and a parking area for bicycles. In
addition, the beautifully planted balcony invites you to
relax. All shops for daily needs are in immediate vicinity.
Good gastronomy in all variants is within easy walking
distance.

Our house is located on the edge of the forest in Freiburg-Lehen and is only a 7-minute walk from the stop of
the tram line 1 and the city bus. Ideal starting point for
long walks, bike tours, clinic and trade fair visits. The
apartment is about 64 sqm in size and has a nice terrace
and a loggia. The bedroom is equipped with a double
bed.

Ferienwohnung Freiburg City

Map H5 | Distance to station 1 km

FTM03901

Ferienwohnung Halac

Frau Anne van Roode
Falkensteinstraße 20
79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 76 12 17 78 32
info@fewo-freiburg-city.de

FTM03885

Map F5 | Distance to station 2 km

LHS03845_B

Map F5 | Distance to station 4 km

LHS03759

Map G6 | Distance to station 3,3 km

LHS00768

Frau Nezira Halac
Rankackerweg 14
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -4 53 93 69
neska74@gmx.de
http://halac.fewo.ag

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 52 qm | from 70 €

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 50 qm | from 50 €

Being on holiday and feeling at home right from the
start - we would like to offer you our lovingly furnished
apartment, a 5-minute walk from the Old Town. A few
steps from Schlossberg and Sternwald. The centrally located apartment has 1 living room, 1 bedroom, spacious
kitchen, daylight bathroom, balcony facing the quiet courtyard, free Wi-Fi as well as a private car parking space.

In the souterrain of the newly renovated family house you
will find a modern, non-smoking apartment with separate
entrance. The house is located in the green, quiet and conveniently located district Haid. The city center or university
can be reached in 10 minutes by tram or bicycles that are
provided by us. By the way, we have our own bees and
offer delicious honey.

Map H5 | Distance to station 1 km

Ferienwohnung Freiburg
Franziskanerstraße

FTM03887

Frau Brunhilde Höll
Haierweg 30
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 44 53 43
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 44 53 52
ferienwohnung.hoell@gmx.de • www.fewo-hoell.de
1 Fewo | 1–6 Pers. | 62 qm | from 59 €

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 52 qm | from 69 €

The 3-star apartment is 62 sqm in size and can accommodate up to 6 people. It is located on the first floor in a
traffic-calmed zone. Children's playgrounds or a lake are
within easy walking distance. For those arriving by car,
we have a car parking space in our yard. You are invited
to unwind and have a barbecue under our pergola.

The apartment is located right in the heart of the Old
Town of Freiburg. Parking is available in immediate
vicinity. All important things you need for your stay, such
as bakery, bank, post office, supermarkets, excellent
gastronomy, as well as theater, Old Town and train station
are nearby.

Map H5 | Distance to station 0,75 km

Fd

Ferienwohnung Freiburg
Hebelstraße

Fc

Ferienwohnung Höll

Frau Eva-Maria Godenschwegen
Franziskanerstraße 11
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 76 22 15 69 53
Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 61 15 04
mail@fewo-freiburg.de • www.fewo-freiburg.de

FTM03778

Ferienwohnung im Passivhaus
Schönbergblick

Frau Eva-Maria Godenschwegen
Hebelstraße 9
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 76 22 15 69 53
Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 61 15 04
mail@fewo-freiburg.de • www.fewo-freiburg.de

Frau Kristin Vollmar
Astrid-Lindgren-Straße 1
79100 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -7 07 58 37
willkommen@ferienwohnung-vauban.de
www.ferienwohnung-vauban.de

2 Fewos | 1–3 Pers. | 36–52 qm | from 69 €

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 45 qm | from 60 €

The apartment is located directly in Freiburg's city center,
only about 300 m to the pedestrian zone, in a quiet
courtyard. The cathedral, university, main train station and
hospital are within a short walking distance. All important
things you need for your stay, such as bakery, bank, post
office, supermarkets, excellent gastronomy, as well as
theater, Old Town and train station are nearby.

Holidays in the passive house "Schönbergblick". Experience Freiburg actively - and live passively: Modern new
2-room apartment in the eco-district Vauban. The non-smoking apartment with approximately 45sqm is located
on the 1st floor with elevator. Towels and bed linen are
provided. An optional underground car park right under
the building can be rented for 3 euros per day.
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Map F4 | Distance to station 4 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Ferienwohnung "In der Wiehre"

Map H6 | Distance to station 1,5 km

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
FTM03858

Ferienwohnung Michaela

Frau Andrea Bärmann
Falkensteinstraße 28
79102 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 4- 49 81
andrea_baermann@web.de
www.baermann.freiburg.ag

FTM04195

Map H5 | Distance to station 0,7 km

LHS01460

Map K7 | Distance to station 8,5 km

FTM03772

Map F4 | Distance to station 3,5 km

FTM04039

Frau Michaela Oberle
Am Rotschachen 27
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 57 28
m.oberle@gmx.de
1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 40 qm | from 45 €

2 Fewos | 2–4 Pers. | 46 qm | from 50 €

The cozy 40 sqm apartment has a separate bedroom
with double bed and is ideal for 2 persons. The bathroom
has a shower and washbasin. The toilet is separate. The
apartment also has a well-equipped living room as well as
a small kitchen inviting you to cook.

For your stay in Freiburg im Breisgau, we offer you a
modernly furnished apartment that is equipped with all
comforts. It is located on the ground floor of a quiet,
multi-family house in the Freiburg city center, only a few
minutes' walk from the Old Town. The apartment has a
living area of 46 sqm and is ideal for 2 adults and for
up to 2 children. A car parking space is located in the
courtyard.
Map F4 | Distance to station 4 km

Fc

Ferienwohnung Ingrid

LHS03870

Ferienwohnung Mida

Frau Ingrid Gutmann
Jos-Fritz-Straße 2
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 13 51 18
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -7 66 58 45
ferienwohnung.ingrid@web.de

Frau Hannah Dontsch
Eschholzstraße 1 + 3
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 15 2- 33 60 03 03
hannah.dontsch@gmail.com
www.ferienwohnung-mida.jimdo.com

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 50 qm | from 65 €

2 Fewos | 1–2 Pers. | 45 qm | from 85 €

Our apartment is located in the west of Freiburg in the
district Lehen, in a quiet location right on the edge of the
forest. We have a large garden with sunbathing area. A
free car parking space is located directly at the house. In
addition, a lockable bicycle storage room is available.
The tram line 1 towards the city center and the Old Town
is only four minutes away.

The comfortable non-smoking apartments are located in
the popular residential area Stühlinger in Freiburg. The
next tram stop is almost at your doorstep. The city center
can be reached on foot in about 10 minutes. Restaurants,
takeouts, an ice cream parlor as well as bakeries and
other grocery stores are nearby. A parking space is available in the courtyard and can be rented for a small fee.

Fc

Ferienwohnung Lorettoblick

Map G7 | Distance to station 2 km

FTM03997

Ferienwohnung Peterberg 22

Frau Verena Heidland
Im Grämeracker 3
79249 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 40 21 23
info@fewo-lorettoblick.de
www.fewo-lorettoblick.de

Frau Sigrid Forsthuber
Peterbergstraße 22
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 71 -4 17 82 73
freiburg@peterberg22.de
www.peterberg22.de

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 65 qm | from 80 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 45 qm | from 70 €

The apartment with a view of the Black Forest is located
in a detached family home, on a very quiet slope. The
apartment with its large terrace and garden faces the
Black Forest and has its own entrance. The city center can
be reached by public transport in 15 minutes, shopping
possibilities are nearby. Bicycles can be stored in a
lockable room.

Our modern apartment is located in the eastern district of
Freiburg overlooking the Dreisam valley. It has a spacious
sun terrace with garden. The apartment is at ground level
and has a separate entrance and a parking space directly
in front of the house. Freiburg's city center can be reached
by car through the city tunnel in 15 minutes.

Map G5 | Distance to station 1 km

Ferienwohnung Maro

LHS03872

Ferienwohnung Reich

Herr Wolfgang Zanger
Erlenweg 18
79115 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 14 60 96
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 14 60 97
info@fewo-maro.de
www.fewo-maro.de

Klaus Maier
Emma-Herwegh-Straße 10
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 70 -7 81 65 98
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -8 86 68 44
ulireich@arcor.de
www.reich-ferienwohnung-freiburg.de

1 Fewo | 1 Pers. | 12 qm | from 27,50 €

1 Fewo | 1–5 Pers. | 44 qm | from 55 €

Small, located in a quiet residential area, but completely furnished apartment near the city on the third floor
with sloped ceiling. The apartment has its own bell and
mailbox. The apartment is only designed for one person
and is located not far from bus line 14 (4min walk, 13min
drive to the "Siegesdenkmal"). Minimum stay 1 week.

This is a very nice apartment in a quiet but convenient
location in beautiful Freiburg. The apartment on the
ground floor offers 44sqm for 2-4 persons (5th person on
request). It is a non-smoking apartment. However, you can
smoke on the south-west facing balcony.
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Map G4 | Distance to station 3,3 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map F4 | Distance to station 3 km

Fc

Ferienwohnung Rima

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
LHS03862

Fd

Ferienwohnung "Waldpark"

Frau Inge Hodel
Dietenbachstraße 2
79114 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 70 -7 07 09 96
ferienwohnung.rima@googlemail.com
www.ferienwohnung-rima.de

FTM03897

Map K6 | Distance to station 10 km

FTM03910

Map H5 | Distance to station 0,5 km

FTM00373

Map G4 | Distance to station 5 km

FTM03833

Herrn Hans Burgbacher
Welchentalstraße 1
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 79 63 05
jutta.burgbacher@gmx.de
1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 75 qm | from 85 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 27 qm | from 51,50 €

The house is located on the outskirts of Freiburg in green
surroundings on the top floor of a two-family house,
newly renovated with high-quality interior. From your
own south-facing balcony you can enjoy an idyllic view
over the Dreisam valley. The region has no limits: skiing,
cross-country skiing, hiking, swimming in the open-air
pool or thermal baths, golfing or walks in the city and
surroundings.

The 27 sqm apartment is located on the 4th floor and can
accommodate 2 people. It is easy to reach by elevator.
The apartment has a nice balcony as well as an underground garage and a bicycle storage. On the ground
floor is an organic food market. The city center is easily
accessible by public transport.

Ferienwohnung Schnitzler - FreiburgWaldsee

Map J6 | Distance to station 4,8 km

LHS03899

Ferienwohnung Willmann

Adolf-Schmitthenner-Straße 2
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -6 09 49
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -6 96 68 83
kontakt@schnitzler-freiburg.de • www.schnitzler-freiburg.de

Frau Martha Willmann
Eschenweg 17
79199 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 66 1- 55 52
willmann@freiburg-ferienwohnungen.de
www.freiburg-ferienwohnungen.de

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 35 qm | from 40 €

2 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 35–55 qm | from 55 €

We offer you a bright and spacious apartment with two
rooms. The windows of both rooms are facing the garden.
The location is in the basement of our house with a private
entrance. There are bakeries, supermarkets and further
shopping facilities within walking distance. The Dreisam
river is within walking distance. Parking facilities are
available.

Would you like to spend your holidays in Freiburg, but still
stay somewhere surrounded by nature? Get to the heart of
the Black Forest metropolis in 5 minutes by car, but spend
the evening in the wonderfully quiet garden on the Dreisam river? Use the public transport free of charge from
the bus stop which is only a 4-minute walk away? Our
apartments at the gates of Freiburg are waiting for you!

Fc

Ferienwohnung Seepark Freiburg

Map F4 | Distance to station 2,5 km

LHS03753

Herr Wilhelm Krug
Sedanstraße 32
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 97 90
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 97 92
architekt-wkrug@t-online.de
www.fewofreiburg.com

3 Fewos | 1–3 Pers. | 23–30 qm | from 68 €

3 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 33–66 qm | from 60 €

We rent out comfortable apartments in Freiburg-Betzenhausen - suitable for 1-2 persons. The apartments are
located just a few minutes from the Seepark grounds.
Cafés, beer gardens and various sports facilities make the
grounds a leisure paradise of a special kind. The stop of
tram line 1 as well as all facilities for the daily needs are
nearby.

These apartments are located in a traffic-calmed bicycle
street in the Old Town in Freiburg's city center, near the
concert hall, theater, university, DIA, VWA etc. The main
train station is about 5 minutes' walk from the apartments.
The apartments are located in a renovated and modernized old building. Covered bicycle parking available on
request.
Map G5 | Distance to station 1,2 km

Fc

Ferienwohnung Stein

FdYFcYFb

Ferienwohnungen Am Konzerthaus

Frau Petra Fritz-Vornholz
Sundgauallee 110/112 • 79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 8 86 67 33
Tel. +49 (0)1 57 74 95 29 01
info@ferienwohnung-seepark.de
www.ferienwohnung-seepark.de

Manfred Stein
Ferdinand-Weiß-Straße 96
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 63 3- 87 67
mstein@t-online.de

LHS00359

Fc

Ferienwohnungen am See
Frau Mireille Frevert
Verlorener Weg 25
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 51 93 46 12
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 89 47 03
info@freiburg-am-see.de
www.freiburg-am-see.de

1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 36 qm | from 55 €

Our cozy apartment is located in the heart of Freiburg, in
the quarter Stühlinger, with excellent link to the city center
of Freiburg. The main train station can be reached within
15 minutes, the city center within a 20 minutes' walk.
There are supermarkets, cafés and restaurants within
walking distance. The two-room apartment has a balcony.
Wireless internet is available.
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Map K5 | Distance to station 7 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

5 Fewos | 1–6 Pers. | 30–85 qm | from 66 €

The apartments are located in Freiburg-West at the Seepark in a quiet street (30 zone). The nearest bus stop is
300 m away. Near the house is the Seepark (lake park),
a large swimming pool (300 m away), the ice skating
rink (500 m away). You will find restaurants, ice cream
parlors, cafés and supermarkets in the neighborhood.

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Ferienwohnungen am Theater
Freiburg

Map H5 | Distance to station 0,4 km

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
LHS03882_B

Fc

Freiraum in Freiburg

Martin Lay & Britta Schmidthüsen
Moltkestraße 15
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 95 47
fewo-am-theater-freiburg@web.de

Frau Britt Horn
Marchstraße 5
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 27 76 44
fewo.city.freiburg@t-online.de
www.freiraum-in-freiburg.de

3 Fewos | 1–2 Pers. | 30–42 qm | from 60 €

1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 64 qm | from 70 €

New, very bright apartments in a beautiful corner house
with balcony in the Old Town style. From here, the Old
Town is right at your feet. Many cultural institutions, such
as the theater, the Jazz House, the Cinemaxx or the
Concert Hall are nearby. At the same time, you can reach
the city center in 200 meters, and the main train station in
400 meters.

Central and yet quiet! This bright and spacious, fully
equipped 2-bedroom apartment with a charming mix of
modern interior and antiques, will make you feel right at
home. It is located near the main train station and the university hospitals and institutes, 7 minutes' walk to the Old
Town. All windows are facing west to an inner courtyard,
making it a very peaceful place.

FdYFc

Ferienwohnungen Mengeler

Map J5 | Distance to station 4 km

FTM00275

Fd

Gartenhaus Am Hebsack

Frau Heidi Mengeler
Kartäuserstraße 160
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -5 90 45 26 • Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 90 45 96
info@fewo-freiburg-mengeler.de
www.fewo-freiburg-mengeler.de

Frau Christa Wallner
Hebsackstraße 3a
79104 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 73 -3 28 87 28
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -5 57 58 97
C.G.wallner@gmx.de

2 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 40–80 qm | from 55 €

1 Fewo | 2–4 Pers. | 72 qm | from 95 €

Welcome to the Dreisam river and the foot of the Black
Forest, very quiet location, facing to the sunny south side.
Both non-smoking apartments are lovingly and stylishly
furnished, are on the ground floor and have separate
entrances. We will welcome you on your arrival and will
gladly provide you with information and brochures to
make the most out of your holidays in Freiburg and the
surrounding region.

Nice, bright garden house in the middle of Herdern.
72 sqm house with sunny south-facing terrace or shady
garden courtyard to unwind. Ideal starting point for hikes,
bicycle tours or city visits. The house is renovated and
furnished with modern classics. Ideal shopping facilities
nearby. Tuesday and Friday afternoons small farmers'
market on the church square. Direct bus connection to the
city center.

Fewo Freiburg Am Seepark

Map F4 | Distance to station 2,5 km

FTM03850

Gästehaus Henke

Frau Eva-Maria Godenschwegen
Sundgauallee 110
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 76 22 15 69 53
Fax +49 (0)7 66 4- 61 15 04
mail@fewo-freiburg.de
www.fewo-freiburg.de

LHS00231

Map I4 | Distance to station 2,5 km

FTM03848

Map F6 | Distance to station 3 km

LHS03973

Map H9 | Distance to station 10 km

FTM04158

Herr Joachim Henke
Baldensteinstraße 3
79111 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -1 37 85 71
joachimhenke@web.de
www.gaestehaus-henke-freiburg.de
1 Fewo | 1–3 Pers. | 40 qm | from 50 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 34 qm | from 56 €

The guest house for 2-3 persons is in a very quiet spot in
the garden behind the house. The house is located in the
southernmost district of Freiburg, in St. Georgen and was
renovated and newly furnished in 2013. The connection to
public transport is very good. Several bakeries, butchers,
an organic store and a supermarket are nearby.

This apartment is located at the Seepark in Freiburg's
district Betzenhausen. Right in front of the apartment is
the tram stop, taking you to the Old Town in about 5
minutes. Nearby you will find everything you need, such
as a bakery, bank, post office, supermarkets, excellent
gastronomy, etc. The lake is within walking distance. You
can park for free around the house.
Map K6 | Distance to station 6 km

Fewo Stadt und Tal

LHS03916

Haus Amann

Frau Gabriele Barth
Schwarzwaldstraße 245
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 42 99 66 76
moser.freiburg@freenet.de

Herr Roland Amann
Eckhofweg 3
79289 Horben
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 29 02 84
fewo-amann@t-online.de

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 35 qm | from 69 €

1 Fewo | 2–3 Pers. | 39 qm | from 36 €

The sunny 1-room ground floor apartment is located in the
district Freiburg-Ebnet and is the ideal starting point for
your trips to the Freiburg city center, to the Dreisam valley
and the Black Forest as well as to nearby Switzerland or
Alsace. Parking space for your car is located right in front
of the house. Public transport connection is good and very
close.

Our holiday apartment is located in a quiet south-position
at the foot of the Schauinsland mountain at an altitude
of 830 m and is an ideal starting point for hiking and
mountain biking. If you stay with us, you can use buses
and trains, even for longer distances, free of charge in
the Black Forest. On top of that, you can also use the
Schauinsland cable car for free.
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Map H5 | Distance to station 0,7 km

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Map I9 | Distance to station 10 km

Haus Brigitte

YOUR HOSTS – HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
LHS04190

Map G4 | Distance to station 3 km

Fc

Patricks Ferienwohnung

Frau Brigitte Hug
Mühleweg 2
79289 Horben
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -2 98 61
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 29 03 85
b.hug@unterkunft-schwarzwald.de
www.unterkunft-schwarzwald.de

Frau Wiebke Krezdorn
Schongauer Weg 53 • 79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 80 63 25
info@patricks-ferienwohnung.de
www.patricks-ferienwohnung.de
1 Fewo | 1–4 Pers. | 64 qm | from 63 €

Our non-smoking apartment can accommodate 1-4
persons in a comfortable bedroom with double bed and
a living/bedroom with sofa bed and additional double
bed (1,40 x 2,00 m). A baby travel bed is available.
The apartment is quiet and located in a traffic-calmed
street. From the covered balcony a staircase leads down
into the garden, bordering directly on the lake park. The
tram stops of lines 1 and 4 are approx. a 7 minutes' walk
away.

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 42 qm | from 35 €

The house is idyllically situated on the edge of the forest.
Surrounded by a large garden, the quiet location makes
it an ideal place to relax from the everyday hassles. 4
comfort holiday apartments, very idyllic and quiet by the
creek in the peaceful Black Forest landscape approx. 12
km from Freiburg. Bed linen and towels are provided.

Map G3 | Distance to station 3 km

Fc

Haus Gisela

LHS03757

Fc

"Seepark Falk (Wohnungen Nr.) -1und -4- "

Frau Lucia Henseler
Am Vogelbach 27
79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -8 97 89 80
Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 89 78 98 20
info@hausgisela.com
www.hausgisela.com

Map F4 | Distance to station 3 km

LHS02120

Map G5 | Distance to station 0,7 km

FTM04106

Frau Ursula Bruchhäuser
Schlippehof 6 • 79110 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -4 58 90 81 • Fax +49 (0)7 66 5- 93 80 15
kontakt@ferienwohnung-freiburg-am-seepark.de
www.ferienwohnung-freiburg-am-seepark.de
2 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 26–34 qm | from 50 €

2 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 20–35 qm | from 46,20 €

Both classic 1-room apartments are located in a very
quiet area on the first floor (apartment 1 blue) and on the
ground floor (apartment 4 yellow) of a multi-family house,
close to the attractive recreation area of the Seepark with
its public bathing lake and the famous beer gardens, cafés and various sports facilities. With the tram line 1 you
can reach the Freiburg city center in 8 minutes.

Several non-smoking one and two-room apartments are
available close to the Mooswald forest and Seepark in
a quiet location. The distance to the city center is about
3 km. There is a regular bus service. Parking spaces are
right in front of the house. The university hospitals are
about 10 minutes away by car. The trade fair grounds can
be reached in a few minutes.
Map H5 | Distance to station 0,85 km

Fd

Haus zum Marstall

LHS03865

ZimmerFREIburg

Frau Eva Egenter
Salzstraße 45
79098 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)7 61 -3 03 39 • Fax +49 (0) 76 1- 28 75 14
fewo-urlaub-freiburg@web.de
www.fewo-urlaub-freiburg.de

Jenny und Andreas Berg
Antoniterstraße 13 | Ecke Egonstraße
79106 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0)1 72 -7 17 56 58
info@zimmerfreiburg.de
www.zimmerfreiburg.de

2 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 45–64 qm | from 79 €

1 Fewo | 1–2 Pers. | 28 qm | from 48 €

Our spacious, comfortable, completely renovated 4-star
holiday apartments are located in our historic, energy-efficient house in the heart of Freiburg's Old Town. They are
ideal for holidays and business travelers. The apartment
"Schwabentor" can accommodate 2-4 persons. The apartment "Münsterblick" with bedroom in the attic is suitable
for 2 persons.

ZimmerFREIburg is a high-quality and individually
furnished apartment with balcony for the sophisticated
city traveller. Due to its southern orientation and large
windows, ZimmerFREIburg is very bright and has a pleasant atmosphere. The quiet side street ensures a relaxed
stay in the center of the city. Those arriving by car can
park safely in the underground garage.

Map K7 | Distance to station 10 km

FdYFc

Hercherhof
Herrn Ulrich Glatz
Großtalstraße 105
79117 Freiburg
Tel. +49 (0) 76 1- 49 32 54
Fax +49 (0)7 61 -4 76 17 33
glatz-u@t-online.de
www.hercherhof.de
3 Fewos | 1–4 Pers. | 75–85 qm | from 65 €

Feel at home in our tastefully furnished apartments and
experience the soothing tranquility of the more than
300-year old Black Forest house, embedded in green
meadows. You can look forward to many leisure activities.
We also offer sculpture courses, mainly working with
stone.
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All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).

LHS03868

A Dreamlike
Paradise ...
• Over 100 unique attractions and spectacular shows
• Five wonderful 4* and 4* superior hotels
• Culinary delights in eleven restaurants and six hotel bars
• Three wellness & spa areas for hotel and day guests
• ‘Ammolite – The Lighthouse Restaurant’
Restaurant’, distinguished with
2* Michelin and 16 Gault Millau points
• Golf at its best at the Europa-Park Golfclub Breisgau
• Confertainment – conferences and celebrations in superb ambience
Info-Line +49 7822 860-5679 · www.europapark.de/hotels

All prices in euros incl. all taxes and fees. For symbols, see page 48 (in the fold-out).
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Panorama Hotel Mercure....................................... I4
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YOUR HOSTS IN FREIBURG

Novotel Freiburg am Konzerthaus

Freiburg Wirtschaft Touristik
und Messe GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1549
79015 Freiburg

Phone +49 761 3881-01
Fax +49 761 3881-1398
www.freiburg.de
www.fwtm.freiburg.de

